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MAREIKE KÖNIG 

Celebrating the Kaiser's Birthday 
German Migrants in Paris after the 

Franco-Prussian War 1870/71 

Migrants are >strangers< in a new environment. They find themselves confronted with 
collective assumptions, almost exclusively defined by the host society. Their individ
ual means of influence are rather limited1• This situation can be difficult for migrants, 
and it gets even worse, when assumptions towards a group of mi grants change sud
denly and positive images are replaced by negative stereotypes. 

An estimated 60,000 German-speaking migrants in Paris had to deal with this situ
ation when the Franco-Prussian War broke out in 1870. Having lived mostly peaceful 
and respected lives in the French capital, they suddenly became internal enemies. Al
though the public opinion and reaction was mixed, anti-Prussian atmosphere arouse 
on the Pari si an streets at that time2. Daily life became unpleasant and even dangerous 
for the German-speaking migrants. Violence and events such as break-ins, destruction 
of German-owned stores, anonymous threatening letters and calls for denunciations 
in the French press occurred3• While the French government first tried to keep Ger
man men aged under 40 from leaving Paris, fearing they would join the Prussian 
troops, all Germans were expelled after the defeat at Sedan on 2 September 1870. 

In fact, the war turned out to be a crucial break in the history of German immigra
tion to France in the 19th century4. In the aftermath, French legislation became disad
vantageous for German migrants, their representation in French publications was 
mostly negative, a flood of rouble-rousing propaganda was published, and the attitude 
of large parts of the population became hostile. On the German side, warnings were 
published not to immigrate to France. Those who left despite the warnings were de
scribed as irresponsible and reckless, and exaggerated narratives of French revanche 
circulated. 

Jan MOTIE, Rainer OHLIGER, Einwanderung - Geschichte - Anerkennung. Auf den Spuren geteilter 
Erinnerungen, in: ID. (eds), Geschichte und Gedächtnis in der Einwanderungsgesellschaft. Migration 
zwischen historischer Rekonstruktion und Erinnerungspolitik, Essen 2004, pp. 17-49, here p. 17. 

2 Geoffrey WAWRO, The Franco-Prussian War. The German Conquest of France in 1870-1871, Cam
bridge 2003; Stephane AUDOIN-RoUZEAU, 1870. La France dans la guerre, Paris 1989; ID., French pub
lic opinion in 1870-71 and the emergence of total war, in: Stig FÖRSTER, Jörg NAGLER (eds), On the Road 
to Total War. The American Civil War and the German Wars of Unification 1861-75, Cambridge 1997. 

3 Der Schutz der Deutschen in Frankreich 1870 und 1871. Briefwechsel des außerordentlichen Gesandten 
und bevollmächtigten Ministers der Vereinigten Staaten rur Frankreich E. B. Washburne in Paris vom 
17. Juli 1870 bis zum 29. Juni 1871. Ausgewählt, übersetzt und mit einer Einleitung versehen von Adolf 
HEPNER, Stuttgart 1907, pp. 146-147. 

4 Paul LEVY, La langue allemande en France, Penetration et diffusion des origines a nos jours, vol. 11, De 
1830 a nos jours, Paris 1952, p. 5. 
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All this not only affected the quantity and the composition of the German com
munity in Paris as far as profession and sex ratio were concerned, but it also had other 
consequences. Migrants' identities were troubled, their visibility and distribution over 
the city, their self-representation and commemorating practices were changed and 
questioned5. At the same time, a wave of enthusiasm for the fatherland triggered 
among German migrants worldwide6• As a resuh, German migrants adopted several 
strategies which can be subsumed in two main - and at first sight contradictory - be
haviours: not attracting attention and hiding national identity on the one hand, strong 
cohesion and effofts to shape a collective identity on the other. 

The first part of this article aims at looking at the changes in the migrants' attitude 
and behaviour after 1871 as weH as at different interpretations and representations of 
this behaviour. The various perspectives are outlined by opposing official sources, cen
sus data, published and unpublished observations from French and German contem
poraries and some rare migrants' narratives. The second part of the article is concen
trated on associations and festivals of German migrants which show that nation and 
language had become the most important features of their identity. 

1. IMPACTS OF THE WAR 

With the outbreak of the war in 1870, the life and activities of the German communities 
in Paris almost came to a complete stillstand. German Schools and hostels were closed, 
associations dissolved. The expulsion decret only gave three days for the Germans to 
leave Paris, but not all of them left. Approximately 5,000 German migrants stayed in 
the town during the siege and the Paris Commune7• Most of them were part of the des
titute communities living in the southern and in the northern part of the city. They were 
too poor, too old or too sick to leave and kept hiding themselves for weeks in their Iittle 
huts, constantly threatened by their neighbours. Members of the V.S. embassy, who 
had accepted the Prussian demand to protect citizens of the Norddeutscher Bund dur
ing the war, supplied some of the families with money, food, and firewood8• Alsatian 
pastors held services in German and visited the families touched by cholera. 

However, after the war German migrants came back to Paris, despite the propa
ganda on both sides of the Rhine and the warnings published by German authorities. 
The 1872 census already counted 15,739 Germans in the French capital. Ten years af
ter the war, in 1881, the community comprised 31,160 Germans and was thus back to 
its pre-war level according to the official data (see table 1). Yet, contemporary estima-

5 From the extensive literarure about the notion .identity« see for instance Aleida ASSMANN, Heidrun 
FRIESE (eds), Identitäten, Frankfurt a. M. 1998; Lutz NIETHAMMER, Kollektive Identität. Heimliche 
Quellen einer unheimlichen Konjunktur, Reinbek 2000. 

6 See Stefan MANZ, ,Wir stehen fest zusammen I zu Kaiser und zu Reichk Nationalism among Germans 
in Britain, 1871-1918, in: German Life and Letters, October 2002, pp. 398-415. 

7 Der Schutz der Deutschen in Frankreich 1870 und 1871 (see note 3). 
8 WAWRO, The Franco-Prussian War (see note 2), pp. 295-296; Der Schutz der Deutschen in Frankreich 

1870 und 1871 (see note 3). 
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tions give a different impression. According to German sourees, there were between 
60,000 and 80,000 German-speaking migrants in Paris before the war, about 20,000 to 
30,000 mi grants in 18739, and 40,000 in 18851°. Based upon this information, the Ger
man community in Paris was halved in the aftermath of the war. French contemporary 
non-official soure es vary: whereas rather neutralobservers see the total nu mb er of 
Germans as having diminished, anti-Prussian pamphlets report an increase of up to 
100,000 Germans in Paris after 1871 11, which they suspected to be Prussian spies and 
agents preparing the next warl2• 

Table 1: Number of Germans in Paris, 1851-188613 

Year 

1851 
1861 
1866 
1872 
1876 
1881 
1886 

Census 

12,245 
27,097 
30,456 
15,739 
19,024 
31,160 
30,229 

German escimations 

80--60,000 
20,000 

40,000 

French escimations 

40,000 

40-100,000 

However, quantity is not the decisive point when talking about changes in the Ger
man community in Paris after the Franco-Prussian war. It is the composition of the 
immigrant population that is more important. Next to general changes in German in
dustry and population, it reflects the migrants' adaptation to the new situation. Until 
1871, the overwhelming majority of the German migrants consisted of unqualified 
workers and their families, performing hard physical work on one of the numerous 
Parisian construction sites or in the sugar, chemical or other industry14. After the war, 
mostly young and single working persons from the German Empire came to Paris: 
qualified workers, employees, traders, domestic servants and waiters l5• For them, 
Paris kept its attraction as a place to earn money, especially during the period of the 
world exhibitions in 1889 and 1900. Thus, in La Villette, besides the Hessian street 
sweepers, richer migrants, workers and foremen, especially from the leather and fur 

9 Archiv Christuskirche Paris, 110-1, Jahresbericht des Comites zur kirchlichen Pflege der Deutschen in 
Paris für 1872/73, p. 5. 

10 Cf. Die Mysterien der deutschen Kolonie in Paris. I. Deutsche Noth und Ihr Hülfsverein von VEGA, 
Paris 1885. 

11 Paul MAHALIN, Les Allemands chez nous: Metz, Strasbourg, Paris (1838-1899), Paris 1885, p. 347. 
12 Lucien NICOT, Les Allemands a Paris, Paris 1887, p. 14; Edouard ROD, Les Allemands a Paris, Paris 

21880. 
13 The total number of the Parisian population was 2,714,068 in 1901. 
14 Mareike KÖNIG, Brüche als gestaltendes Element: Die Deutschen in Paris im 19. Jahrhundert, in: ID. 

(ed.), Deutsche Handwerker, Arbeiter und Dienstmädchen in Paris. Eine vergessene Migration im 
19. Jahrhundert, München 2003, pp. 9-26. 

15 Käthe SCHIRMACHER, Die Ausländer und der Pariser Arbeitsmarkt (Gibt es auf dem Arbeitsmarkt in 
Paris eine Arbeitsteilung nach Nationalitäten?), in: Archiv für Sozialwissenschaft und Sozialpolitik 27 
(1908) pp. 234-259, pp. 477-512, here p. 479. 
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industry, settled. As a result, the sociallevel of this cornrnunity in the north of Paris 
was »clearly risen«16. 

According to the 1901 census, 74 percent of the Gerrnan wornen and 91 percent of 
the Gerrnan rnen in Paris were employed. Especially for the women, this was a rnuch 
higher percentage compared to other mi grant cornmunities (e.g. 49 percent Italian 
women)17. The Germans also formed the >youngest< community in Paris: 40 percent 
of the German wornen and 38 percent of the German men were aged from 21 to 30 
according to the 1901 censusl8• Thus, almost half of its rnembers were born after the 
Franco-Prussian War, a fact that rnight have played a role when they decided to mi grate 
to France and ignore warnings of French revenge. 

Table 2: Number of German women and men in Paris, 1881-1911 (official census) 

Year Wornen Men Total Percentage of Wornen 

1881 15,719 15,441 31,160 50% 
1886 17,461 12,768 30,229 58% 
1891 16,510 10,353 26,863 61% 
1896 17,198 10,209 27,407 63% 
1901 16,258 9,310 25,568 64% 
1906 16,916 8,915 25,831 65% 
1911 17,772 11,199 28,971 61% 

The percentage of women in the German community became rernarkably high. From 
50 percent in 1881 it went up to 65 percent in 1906 (see table 2). The same phenome
non, but less intense, could be observed within the English community, whereas the 
other communities had a rather equal sex ratio. The growing feminisation of the Ger
man community can be partly explained by the high number of domestic servants19• 

German governesses and nannies were popular in French farnilies - even after the war. 
But there is another explanation for the high female sex ratio. As the absolute number 
of Gerrnan men was constantly shrinking until 1906, it was probably not the German 
wornen who were overrepresented in Paris, but the German men who were under
represented. They chose other cities than the French capital in order to avoid being ex
posed to anti-German attacks. For instance, as a result of the political crisis in Ger
man-French relations in 1887 that almost provoked a new Franco-German war, the 

16 "entschieden gehoben«, Friedrich BANsA, Die deutsche Hügelgemeinde in Paris 1858-1908. Ein Beitrag 
zur Geschichte der deutschen evangelischen Auslandsdiaspora, Berlin 1908, p. 92. 

17 Most of them had a stronger farnily characteristic, like the Italian community for example: 90 percent 
of Italian men and 49 percent of ltalian women worked in Paris in 1901, cf. Resultats statistiques du re
censement 1901. 

18 This was true for only 28 percent and 34 percent of the Austrian, 27 percent and 18 percent of the 
Luxembourgian, 26 percent and 21 percent of the English, 18 percent and 20 percent of the Swiss, 24 
percent and 27 percent of the Spanish and 21 percent and 18 percent of the Belgian women and men re
spectively. 

19 Cf. Mareike KÖNIG, .Bonnes atout faire«. Deutsche Dienstmädchen in Paris im ]9. Jahrhundert, in: 
Id. (ed.), Deutsche Handwerker (see note 14), pp. 69-92. 
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number of German men in Paris decreased by almost 10 percent whereas the number 
of German women went down by only 5 percent. 

Whereas in the years before the war, La Villette, in the North of Paris, was called 
»petite Allernagne« by French workers20, there was no equivalent after 1871. The Ger
man pastors had difficulties in reunifying their parishes in the years following the war, 
as the Germans lived »dispersed and reclusive«21, afraid of being associated with the 
German community; »hatred against everyone confessing to be German was strong 
and fanatic«22. 

Looking at the allocation of the German migrants in Paris, statistics show that they 
were indeed rather equally spread over the urban area and its 20 arrondissements. 
10 percent of the German population in the 9th district was the highest percentage to 
be found, whereas 22 percent of the English community, for example, was living 
together in the 16th district23 . This is tTUe for all the post-war censuses: Germans - as 
far as statistics are concerned - did not appear as a consolidated and settled colony. This 
equal distribution of German mi grants in Paris was presumably due to the fact that 
most migrants were single, young workers. So far, there is no evidence that - like in 
the Jewish community - earlier German migrants organised the dispersal of the new 
arrivals to avoid anti-German attacks24. 

Astonishingly, we do not get a different picture when looking at the - though in
complete - data of the pre-war census in 1866. No more than 10 percent of the Ger
man population lived together in the same district in that year either, only the absolute 
number was higher (2,400 against 3,019). Still, for the pre-war period contemporary 
French and German observers noted that some 300 German families were living to
gether in what was then called »cites allemands«. 

If massive accumulation of German mi grants in several areas in Paris before 1870 is 
but a myth, like it has been shown for other communities2S, the difference could be 
that after the war, the Germans were less recognisable and less perceptible because of 
a change in behaviour. In fact, one observation is pointed out consistently by all 
sources, no matter of what political background. After 1870, German mi grants in Paris 
were hiding their national identity. They pretended to be of 5wiss, Luxemburg, Aus
trian, Alsatian ... or other German-speaking origin - anything but Prussian. 

This practice was especially common among the female domestics. As nannies and 
teachers they had to be German-speaking, but not necessarily from the German Em
pire. Most of the French did not recognise the difference among various German 

20 Jules MATHOREZ, La penetration allemande au XIX· siede, in: Revue des etudes historiques 89 (1923) 
pp. 71-112. 

21 "zerstreut und zurückgezogen«,Jahresbericht des Comites zur kirchlichen Pflege (see note 9). 
22 Sarepta Archiv Bielefeld, Sar 11257, Die Deutschen evangelischen Gemeinden A.C. zu Paris, Pfarrer An

thes, Broschüre, 1902, pp. 6--7. 
23 Resultats statistiques du recensement de 1901, volume 1, pp. 314--315. 
24 A1ain FAURE, Comment devenait-on Parisien? La question de I'integration dans le Paris de la fin du XIX· 

siede, in: Jean-Louis ROBERT, Danielle TARTAKOWSKY (eds), Paris le peuple XVIII<-XX< siede, Paris 
1999, pp. 37-57, here p. 50. 

25 Ibid. pp. 45--46. 
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dialects. Thus, it was easy to claim a different but German origin in order to avoid being 
put on a level with the hated Prussians26

• 

The migrants' practice of denying their German origin was known and denunciated 
in French publications and the daily press. It reinforced and nourished the widespread 
idea of Prussian agents being omnipresent. It also led to the highly exaggerated esti
mations concerning the number of German migrants in Paris mentioned above. Ac
cording to these sourees, German migrants falsified census data by giving wrong 
answers when asked about their national identity27. 

However, confusion was common as language and national origin were mixed up 
by both, French and Germans. As a result, migrants from all the German-speaking 
countries had to deal with French suspicion. The Luxembourg women who prafited 
largely fram the »massive dismissal«28 of German domestics in 1870, had to face dis
trust, as a lot of Luxembourg village names ended with a German sounding »-burg«29. 
French authorities expressly instructed their civil servants not to mix up German
speaking mi grants fram Luxemburg and Alsace with those from the German Empire30. 
A governess, born in a small village in Holstein (under Danish administration before 
becoming Prussian in 1866), was declared by the grandfather of the family she was 
working in as being Danish and not Prussian31 . This interpretation helped hirn to ac
cept her - now officially a Prussian - in his house. 

A second way ofhiding one's origin was not to speak German in public. The advice 
to avoid the German language was given by several conternporary observers, and many 
migrants seemed to have followed this advice. In this regard, their behaviour had 
undergone a change compared to the period before 1870. For the pre-war period, both 
French and German observers described for exarnple Faubourg Saint-Antoine as a dis
trict where the German language could be heard everywhere and where entire work
shops were filled with German-speaking workers32. 

One exarnple shows that the guilt and fear of German migrants was internalised: 
The governess frorn Holstein mentioned above reports that after a concert given by 
the German singing association she had some difficulties in getting back her coat. Ap
parently, several German men were almost thrashing each other in order to be first in 

26 KÖNIG, Deutsche Dienstmädchen (see note 19). See as weil the critical novel about living and working 
conditions of German governesses in Paris by Marie Louise BECKER, Der grüne Unterrock, Dresden 
1914. 

27 Cf. Archives de la Prefecture de Police (APP), D/b 302, La France, l March 1895; NICOT, Les Allemands 
a Paris (see note 12) p. 12. 

28 Antoinette RWTER, Les luxembourgeois en France et a Paris (XIX' siecle), in: Migrance 20 (2002) 
pp. 50-59, here p. 58. 

29 Gerrnaine GOETZINGER, »Da lößt rnech an den Dengscht göen.« Zur Sozial- und Alltagsgeschichte der 
Dienstmädchen, in: 10., Antoinette LORANG, Renee WAGNER (eds), .Wenn nun wir Frauen auch das 
Wort ergreifen ... «. Frauen in Luxemburg - Femmes au Luxernbourg 1880-1950, Luxembourg 1997, 
pp. 192-205, here p. 195. 

30 Archives de Paris (AP), V. ONC 196, Renvoi des ouvriers allernands occupes dans les chantiers rnunic
ipaux 1887. 

31 Deutsches Tagebucharchiv e. V. Emmendingen (DTA), 54, 1, Letter of jenny Schaumann, 20 Decem
ber 1885; see also Mareike KÖNIG, Itineraires des dornestiques allemandes a Paris vers 1900: sources, 
methodes et interpretations, in: Sextant 21/22 (2004) pp. 77-109. 

32 Schifflein Christi 2 Qanuary 1864) p. 26. 
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the queue. She turned to her companion, speaking out loud in French so that every
one could hear, and made remarks about the typically rude behaviour of Germans. As 
a result, so she says, the German men - thinking she was French - became very em
barrassed and kept excusing themselves to her great joy and satisfaction33. This is a fun
ny example, in which guilt and fear were used as a weapon among the migrants them
selves. It would be interesting to get more information about what effect the hiding of 
one's national origin and language had on German migrants. Was it just agame, a means 
to avoid trouble or did it seriously affect identity? 

Surely, these examples can only illustrate some tendencies. As we deal with indi
viduals, the range of possible behaviour is wide and things were certainly different for 
German mi grants of other social backgrounds. The lack of sources is a problem in this 
respect. We do not know whether the Hessian migrants for example, mostly employed 
as street sweepers, were hiding their origin and language in public. But we do have evi
dence that most of them never learned French, that they lived closely together and 
hardly had any contact with the Parisian population. This holds true for the time be
fore and after the war34• Isolation and poverty were thus perceived as the two main 
characteristics of the day labourer communities by French journalists. German ob
servers agreed. Especially the Hessians were said to be tenaciously holding on to their 
German origin, language, habits and customs35, something that satisfied the pastors as 
the German parishes relied to a large part on them. But there was a difference in in
terpretation. The isolation of the German mi grants, according to some German 
sources, was not chosen but imposed by French society and the state36. 

We have different observations for the German labourers in industry. They were 
said to have been in good and even private contact with their French colleagues. Never 
was anything heard of disputes, and a silent French-German approach emerged in the 
shadow of diplomatic efforts, according to a German contemporary newspaper in 
Paris in 190637• In contradiction to that, research testifies to the difficulties of German 
labourers and craftsmen in the Parisian working world after 1871. They were subject 
to strikes and some of them got work only from employers that were of German ori
gin themselves38• It is impossible to measure the quantity of these different experiences 
of isolation - self-chosen or not - and integration. 

However, the Hessian street-sweepers were the ones directly affected by policies of 
the French Third Republic protecting national work and thus favouring French work
ers to be employed in civil service. In 1887, a letter by the Parisian »Direction de Ser
vice municipal de travaux« circulated, instructing the head engineers of the different 
»Sections de la voie publique« to dismiss all »subjects from the German Empire«39 if 

33 Letter of Jenny Schaumann, 1 May 1884 (see note 2309). 
34 BANsA, Die deutsche Hügelgemeinde (see note 15). 
35 Ibid. 
36 Wilhelm VON DER RECKE (ed.), ,. Fluctuat nec mergitur .,. «, Deutsche Evangelische Christus kirche Paris 

1894-1994. Beiträge zur Geschichte der lutherischen Gemeinden deutscher Sprache in Paris und 
Frankreich, Sigmaringen 1994, p. 69. 

37 Pariser Zeitung, 27 January 1906, p. 1. 
38 Henri WEHENKEL, La Tour de France d'un typographe luxembourgeois, in: ID. (ed.), Luxembourg -

Paris - Luxembourg. Migrations au temps de la Commune, Luxemburg 2001, pp. 71-96, here p. 87. 
39 A P, V. ONC 196, Cantonniers allemands. 
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they did not ask for naturalisation. Apparently, most of the Hessians did not want to 
become French and therefore went back to their horne villages40• As a result, the protes
tant community in La Villette shrank and consisted of no more than 600 families in 
1888. Half of them were of Hessian origin, mostly naturalised. Still, they kept holding 
on to their mother language and their German way of life, they stayed members of the 
German church and sent their children to a German school41 • 

11. PATRIOTISM AND CHARITY 

During the same period, enthusiasm for the new fatherland arouse among the mi grants 
and strong eHorts were made to shape anational identity and to create national 
coherence among German migrants in Paris. This is known from other countries as 
weIl, due to a general movement in Germany at that period with the aim to look after 
the Germans abroad and strengthen the ties between emigrants and the homeland42• 

In some ways, the situation in Paris and in France was a particular one. The main ac tors 
were the Catholic and Protestant parishes, societies and organisations guided by 
nobles, wealthy merchants and craftsmen as weIl as the Imperial emhassy. Their two 
principal aims were patriotism and charity: to help German migrants in diHicult situ
ations (so they would not be perceived as beggars with negative effects on the image 
of Germany), to protect young migrants against the insinuated »moral dangers« of the 
French capital, to strengthen the links between the migrants, and to shape anational 
identity they could refer to far away from horne. Two means were employed for these 
aims: on the one hand organisations, associations and societies were formed. They 
served as vehicles for national culture, morality, and tradition. On the other hand 
national festivals referring to the actual and historie national background were cele
brated. 

1. Associations and societies 

Associations and organisations play a central role in finding and keeping an ethnic 
identity among migrant communities. In a continual process, contents of this identity 
were defined by referring to special features of German ethnicity, and by constantly 
revitalising and reinterpreting these traits43

• The link hetween nationalism, language 

40 Few Hessians - rnostly warnen - got a special perrnission to stay without naturalisation, because their 
sons served in the French arrny or because they were tao old to be sent horne. Ibid. 

41 BANSA, Die deutsche Hügelgerneinde (see note 16), p. 91. 
42 Jürgen KLoosTERHUIs, "Friedliche Imperialisten«. Deutsche Auslandsvereine und auswärtige Kultur

politik, 1906-1918,2 val., Frankfurt a. M. 1994; Roger CHICKERING, We Men Who Fee! Most German: 
a Cultural Study of the Pan-German League, 1886-1914, Boston 1984. 

43 Anke ORTLEPP, "Auf denn, Ihr Schwestern!«: Deutschamerikanische Frauenvereine in Milwaukee 
1844-1914, Stuttgart 2003, pp. 12, 16; Meike TIEMEYER-SCHÜTTE, Das deutsche Sängerwesen in Süd
australien vor Ausbruch des ersten Weltkriegs zwischen Bewahrung von Deutschtum und Angli
kanisierung, Münster 2000. 
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and German »Vereine« like singing societies, gyrnnastic clubs, and rifle clubs in the 
19th century has been extensively explored by several researchers44• These associations 
combined political belief, public manifestations in ritual forms and social spare time 
activities and filled the term »nation« with emotion sometimes with aggressive and 
chauvinistic rhetoric. As a result, nation and language became the primary features of 
identity45. 

More than 60 German societies existed in Paris around 1900, which shows a high 
degree of organisation. Most of the associations were founded or re-founded after 
1871, but not everything was new: the ecclesiastic parishes had already reunified the 
German-speaking migrants in Paris before the war with services, associations, and 
schools. The »Hülfsverein«, a benevolent organisation, financially supported by 
several German princes existed since 1844 and continued its work after 187146. Asso
ciations like gymnastic clubs and singing societies - with or without political back
ground - as weIl as job related societies and labour organisations had also existed in 
previous times. 

After 1871, an extension and diversification among these organisations took place, 
especially as far as labour and women's associations were concerned. With the foun
dation of the German Empire, for the first time, a common national background 
existed. With the exception of most of the labour organisations, these societies - espe
cially from 1900 onwards - referred to the new national and political background, its 
signs, symbols and representation. Nation and language were the primary features of 
this identity; religion and social class came second. 

Five main types of organisations can be distinguished: 1. labour and political 
organisations, some of them laie, some under clerical charge; 2. associations attached 
to the parishes; 3. leisure and amusement societies, with or without political back
ground and 4. organisations with a purely patriotic and militaristic background. 5. 
Benevolent societies. 

Labour organisations, unifying migrants of the same profession, were by far the 
most frequent. Among these were the laie» Bookseller society« (Buchhändler-Verein), 
the »German commercial society« (Deutscher Kaufmännischer Verein), the »German
national commerce-trainee club« (Deutsch-Nationaler Handlungs-Gehilfen-Ver
band), the »Union of German waiters« (Deutscher Kellnerbund) and the »Society of 
female German teachers in France« (Verein Deutscher Lehrerinnen in Frankreich), to 
name but a few. Some of these labour organisations were branches of big German 
societies, like the »Society for trade-commission« (Verein für Handlungs-Commission 
v. 1858, Hamburg). 

44 Cf. Stefan L. HOFFMANN, Geselligkeit und Demokratie. Vereine und zivile Gesellschaft im transna
tionalen Vergleich 1750-1914, Göttingen 2003; Otto DANN (ed.), Vereinswesen und bürgerliche 
Gesellschaft in Deutschland, Munich 1984. 

45 Dieter DÜDING, Die deutsche Nationalbewegung des 19. Jahrhunderts als Vereinsbewegung, in: 
Geschichte in Wissenschaft und Unterricht 10 (1991) pp. 601-624, here p. 609; Dietmar KLENKE, Zwi
schen nationalkriegerischem Gemeinschaftsideal und bürgerlich-ziviler Modernität. Zum Vereins
nationalismus der Sänger, Schützen und Turner im Deutschen Kaiserreich, in: Geschichte in Wis
senschaft und Unterricht 4 (1994) pp. 207-223. 

46 The number of members had dropped from 674 in 1869 to 152 in 1873, cf. Franz MENGES, Die deutschen 
Hilfsvereine in Frankreich vor dem ersten Weltkrieg, in: Francia 3 (1975) pp. 359-377, here p. 362. 
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Others were organised and financed by the parishes, like the ,.Society of Catholic 
Female teachers in Paris« (Katholischer Erzieherinnenverein in Paris), the »Catholic 
society of journeymen« (Katholischer Gesellenverein47

), and the protestant» Young 
girls society« Oungfrauenverein). 

A political club was the »German social democratic reading club« (Deutscher 
sozialdemokratischer Leseklu b), existing since 1877 and successful among German so
cialists who had to flee the German Empire because of Bismarck's Sozialistengesetz. 
Its members were involved in the founding of German language sections in the Parisian 
trade-unions, reunified in the »German trade-union cartel« (Deutsches Gewerk
schaftskartell) in 190748

. 

Among the leisure organisations were several singing societies like the »Quartett
Verein«, founded in 1879, an acting society, the »Deutscher 5chauspiclverein«, gym
nastie clubs like the »Deutscher Turnverein in Paris«, founded in 187749, dissolved by 
the French police in 1891 and then refounded in 190850 comprising the »German 50c
cerclub« (Deutscher Fußballclub ). These associations followed also political aims and 
wanted to »develop the national-German idea«51. The French police counted them 
among the so called »pan-German« clubs52• 

As for the nationalist and militaristic clubs, the »German Navy club« (Deutscher 
Flottenverein) had a Parisian branch, founded in 1902 (30 members in 1913). The »Ger
man colonial society« (Deutsche Kolonialgesellschaft) also had a branch in Paris to 

help Germans coming back from the colonies to reintegrate or to inform those who 
wanted to go there53• 

This list, of course, is not exhaustive but gives an idea of the diversity and hetero
geneity of these organisations. They differed in organisation and structure, in number 
and social background of their members, as weH as in concrete aims and means54• 

As mentioned above, most of the associations followed patriotic and benevolent 
aims at the same time. On the one hand, they formed a network and supported Ger
mans of the same profession with a job, money or lodging. On the other hand, they 
organised conferences, excursions, festivals, Christmas parties, tombolas, and often ran 
their own library, and thus participated in creating and keeping a »German-patriotic 
way of thinking«55. 

47 Sarah NEITZEL, Priests and journeymen. The German Catholic -Gesellenverein« and the Christian so
cial movement in the 19th century, Bonn 1988. 

48 Gael CHEPTOU, L' organisation syndicale des ouvriers de langue aJlemande a Paris 1900-1914, in: KÖNIG, 
Deutsche Handwerker (see note 14), pp. 143-168. 

49 To the role of sporring clubs in migration cf. Klemens Carl WILDT, Auswanderer und Emigranten in 
der Geschichte der Leibesübungen, Schorndorf bei Stuttgart 1965. 

50 Archives du Ministere des Affaires Etrangeres (MAE), Serie C administrative 1908-1940, Nr. 251: So-
cietes allemandes 1911-1914, Police Report, 12 August 1913. 

51 Ibid., Police Report, 15 November 1913. 
52 Ibid., Letter of the minister of the interior to the foreign minister, 18 July 1913. 
53 Concerning military associations in general see Thomas ROHRKRÄMER, Der Militarismus der -kleinen 

Leute«. Die Kriegsvereine im Deutschen Kaiserreich 1871-1914, Munich 1990. 
54 So far, no research has been done on German associations in Paris, neither on a particular society nor 

on the phenomena as a whole. 
55 -deutsch-vaterländische Gesinnung«, Politisches Archiv des Auswärtigen Amtes (PAAA), Paris 1672, C 

53, Deutsche Vereine usw. in Paris, 1885-1914, Letter of Maris Schmitz to (he Foreign Office, 30 July 1914. 
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According to a contemporary French ob server, nothing did more than these asso
ciations to strengthen the bond between Germans living in France. No matter which 
party or confession they belonged to, all of them had kept the love of their fatherland 
and of the Kaiser and they all aimed to keep and reinforce the national feeling of Ger
mans living in Paris56. The associations were also perceived as champions of »Ger
manness«57 by the same French ob server, stating that Germans would never lose an 
occasion to stress their patriotic feelings58. This could have been a reason for disputes 
between French and Germans. Yet, apparently the organisations were acting »noise
lessly and without publicity«59, according to a French observer in 1908. Only one re
ported incident was found in the archives (others probably existed): members of the 
»Verein für Handlungs-Commis« in Lyon were singing the German national anthem 
and pan-German and nationalist songs in a French cafe until French guests com
plained. From 1913 on, when activities became more visible, the French police kept a 
dose eye on several of the organisations suspected of following pan-German aims60. 

The German official sides approved the grade and the content of the organisations 
among the migrants. The German consul v. J ecklin praised the loyalty the Germans in 
Paris proved towards their fatherland61 . He was also pleased by the »beautiful Ger
man spirit« in the theatre plays and poems of the »Society of Catholic journeymen«62. 
The Foreign office, the embassy and the consulate gran ted money to several of these 
organisations (Protestant and Catholic). The ambassador, the consul and their wives 
also took over the presidency and chair of honour of some societies63. This support 
was probably a private engagement, as no evidence has been found so far of an exten
sive official strategy to advance German Kulturpolitik in France64• 

The bonds between the organisations seem to have been dense: with the »Union of 
German associations« (Verband deutscher Vereine), a sort of cartel was founded65; 

some societies had the same president; not only were official representatives invited to 
the reunions, festivals and soccer games66 (and they followed these invitations), but the 
associations themselves sent speakers and greetings to other associations' events. There 
were dinners, concerts, theatre plays and balls with German waltzes and polkas that 
made you think ,.you were in the middle of Germany«67. 

56 Henri SCHOEN, Das Deutschtum in Paris, in: Deutsche Erde IX (1910) pp. 48-76, here 75-76. 
57 ~Deutschtum«, Henri SCHOEN, Les institutions allemandes en France, in: Revue alsacienne illustree XI 

(1909) pp. 1-11, here p. 8. 
58 Ibid. p. 10. 
59 SCHOEN, Deutschtum in Paris (see note 56), p. 48. 
60 MAE, Societes allemandes 1911-1914 (see note 49). 
61 PAAA, Paris 1671, C 53, Deutsche Vereine und Wohlfahrtseinrichtungen in Frankreich, Letter of 

v. Jecklin, 2 November 1908. 
62 ~sehr erfreulichem deutschen Geist«, Ibid., letter of v. Jecklin to Ambassador Fürst Münster zu Derne-

burg, 27 April 1900. 
63 MAE Societes allemandes 1911-1914 (see note 49), Police Report 15 November 1913. 
64 KLO~STERHUIS, Deutsche Auslandsvereine (see note 42). 
65 Ibid. Police Report 29 November 1913. 
66 PAAA, Paris 1671, C 53 (see note 61), Deutscher Fußballverein, First official match 5 September 1913. 
67 SCHOEN, Les institutions allemandes (see note 57), p. 6. 
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2. National Festivals 

Festivals are an important way of bringing migrants together and of creating a com
mon identity. They serve as a bridge between the past and the future, the individual 
and the group. Festivals build a sense of community and give cultural and social mean
ing to the lives of migrants68. They are also a means to visualise political contents and 
to create a framework of recognisable and durable structures to keep the fatherland 
alive in a ritual way69. In the German Empire, the Sedantag (the defeat of the French 
troops in the Franco-Prussian war) and the emperor's birthday were stylised as the two 
national festivals. This enshrinement of the war and the emperor was appreciated by 
bourgeois circles but not by socialists and Catholics70

• In Paris, this was different. For 
obvious reasons, the Sedantag was not celebrated, neither by the embassy nor by so
cieties and associations, at least not officially7l. It was the emperor's birthday that 
achieved the status of a national festival in the German community in Paris, and the 
Kaiser's 25th anniversary of his rule in 1913 was even celebrated by Catholic parishes. 

We do not know when German migrants in Paris came together for the first time 
to celebrate this event. In Marseille, it was in 1882 that the German consul informed 
the Prefet about a birthday dinner in a French restaurant organised for ab out 40 Ger
mans. He gave assurence that by celebrating the Kaiser's birthday the Germans did not 
want to offend French public. Thus, no exterior emblems would be exposed nor 
would the Emperor's bust be set up in the dining room of the restaurant72• Due to F ran
co-German relations, pro-emperor mi grants had to be more cautious than the German 
benevolent society in Moscow, for example, where astatue of Wilhelm I was erected 
next to Alexander II in the Garden of the Friedrich-Wilhelm-Victoria-Stift or the Ger
mans in London73• 

In 1902 for the first time, a church service was held in the German Protestant 
Christuskirche in Paris to celebrate the birthday of the Kaiser. The congregations were 
affiliated to the Prussian state church and it was the idea of the German ambassador, 

68 Heike BUNGERT, ,.Feast of fools«: German-American Carnival as a Medium of Identity Formation, 
1854-1914, in: Amerikastudien 48.3 (2003) pp. 325-344. 

69 Günter RIEDERER, Staatliche Macht und ihre symbolische Repräsentation in einer umstrittenen Region. 
Die Besuche von Kaisern und Staatsoberhäuptern in ,.Elsaß-Lothringen« 1857-1918, in: Helga SCHNA
BEL-SCHÜLE (ed.), Vergleichende Perspektiven - Perspektiven des Vergleichs, Mainz 1998, pp. 383-417, 
herep.386. 

70 Fritz SCHELLACK, Sedan- und Kaisergeburtstagsfeste, in: Dieter DÜDING, Peter FRIEDEMANN, Paul 
MÜNCH (eds), Öffentliche Festkultur. Politische Feste in Deutschland von der Aufklärung bis zum Er
sten Weltkrieg, Reinhek 1988, pp. 278-297; Allan MITCHELL, Nationalfeiertage im Vergleich: Deutsch
land, Frankreich und die USA, in: Etienne FRANc;OIS, Hannes SIEGRIST, Jochen VOGEL (eds), Nation 
und Emotion. Deutschland und Frankreich im Vergleich, 19. und 20. Jahrhundert, Göttingen 1995, 
pp. 396-401, here p. 398. 

71 The Sedantag was not celebrated in Alsace either. Cf. Günter RIEDERER, Feiern im Reichsland. Politi
sche Symbolik, öffentliche Festkultur und die Erfindung kollektiver Zugehörigkeiten in Elsaß-Lothrin
gen (1871-1918), Trier 1994, pp. 57-56. 

72 MAE, Affaires diverses politiques, Allemagne, 1882-1883, Carton 27, Dossier 27, Celebration a Mar
seille de la fete de I'empereur d' Allemagne pour la colonie allemande, 1882. 

73 PAAA, Paris 1578, C 30, Einwanderung nach Frankreich, Jahresbericht des Vereins zur Unterstützung 
hilfsbedürftiger Deutscher Reichsangehöriger in Moskau 1891. MANz, N ationalism among Germans in 
Britain, p. 410. 
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Fürst Radolin, a Catholic, to offer the German migrants another occasion to »prove and 
intensify their coherence and their love of the fatherland «74. In his service, the pastor un
derlined the moral and Christian task to keep the sense of fatherland and horne alive 
while being abroad: patriotism had become a protestant dUty75. 

The Catholic parishes did not lag behind and stressed the patriotic aims of its mis
sion next to the social and clerical aims. The annual report of the Liebfrauenmission, 
situated in the south of Paris, underlined the importance of keeping Vaterlandstreue 
while abroad76. This mission also invited the German ambassador to the church ser
vice specially held for his majesty the Kaiser's 25th anniversary of his rule on 13 June 
191377• Thus, for the German parishes in Paris, nation - as a feature - had become 
closely linked and even more important than confession. 

N ext to the services and the official dinners of the embassy, where in 1914 about 
300 persons were united78, some of the German societies organised events for the Em
peror's birthday. On 24 January 1914 for example, 800 Germans came together, in
cluding representatives from the embassy and consulate, to a festive event organised 
by the »Union of German associations«. Members of other societies were present, as 
welF9. The German national anthem was sung and a telegram sent to the Kaiser while 
a speaker explained that the celebration was not directed against the French nation. 

As far as historie events are concerned, in 1913, German migrants in Paris com
memorated the 100th anniversary of thevictory over Napoleon in 1813. This eventwas 
celebrated all over Germany and commemorated as an anti-French act thus pointing 
out the »fundamental hostility towards France«80. The gain of exterior freedom was 
interpreted as a first step to unify Germany. The official celebration in Paris once again 
took place in the solemn rooms of the Protestant Christuskirche. The liturgy followed 
the general tendency of the Protestant church in Germany: war was declared to be a 
me ans constituted by God, a well-fortified God, supporting the German side, of 
course8!. The »Schulverein82« had a special idea to commemorate the German upris
ing against the »French tyranny«: rings were fabricated with an inscription saying: »I 
gave gold for iron «. According to the legend, in 1813 young German women - as a con
tribution to the war - gave their golden rings and received an iron ring instead83• We 
do not know anything about the success of the rings sold for 1.25 francs, nor about 
French or German reactions to it. 

74 Fritz VON BUTILAR, in: Deutsche Zeitung, 30 January 1902. 
75 v. D. RECKE, Deutsche Evangelische Christuskirche Paris (see note 36), p. 78. 
76 PAAA, Paris 1672, C 53 (see note 54), Jahresbericht der Liebfrauenmission 1908, p. 2 and Jahresbericht 

der Liebfrauenmission 1911, pp. 2-3. 
77 Ibid., Invitation, 31 May 1913. 
78 MAE, Societes allemandes 1911-1914 (see note 50), Report, 3 February 1914: Grand banquet de la 

colonie allemande. 
79 Ibid., Report, 30 January 1914. 
80 Stefan-Ludwig HOFFMANN, Mythos und Geschichte. Leipziger Gedenkfeiern der Völkerschlacht im 19. 

und frühen 20. Jahrhundert, in: FRAN<;OIS, SIEGRIST, VOGEL (eds), Nation und Emotion (see note 70), 
pp. 111-132, here p. 115. 

81 v. D. RECKE, Deutsche Evangelische Christuskirche (see note 35), p. 80. 
82 About the Schulverein in general cf. Gerhard WEIDENFELLER, VDA. Verein für das Deutschtum im Aus

lande / Allgemeiner Deutscher Schulverein (1881-1918), Bern, Frankfurt a. M. 1976. 
83 MAE, Societes allemandes 1911-1914 (see note 50), Report 1 September 1913. 
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III. CONCLUSION 

German migration to Paris in the aftermath of the Franco-Prussian War of 1870/71 
took place in an area of tension marked by the fraught French-German relations and 
the nationalising of the French and German nation state. The assumed antagonism of 
both countries - evinced in the theory of the »hereditary enemies« -led to a ho stile at
mosphere on both sides of the Rhine, manifested in strong resentments of the popu
lation, in political measures of the governments, as well as in cultural works like pub
lications or theatre plays. German mi grants in Paris lived isolated and were hiding their 
national identity in public, while at the same time initiatives occurred to unite and or
ganise them. The escalating interaction between the minority of migrants, the nation
alising nation state and the homeland policy of the Kaiserreich still has to be explored84• 

However, initiatives to create a common identity among German mi grants in Paris 
exclusively referred to German elements. In this regard, similar initiatives in other 
countries show a different disposition. In America, for example, cultural memory of 
the German migrants also included German-American elements as the participation 
of German migrants in American nation-building was emphasised85• Due to the 
French-German opposition and to the fact that most of the migrants were only tem
porary in Paris, France as the host society was not part of this identity. German asso
ciations and festivals were means to keep the migrants linked to the German father
land and to )protect< them against a surrounding that was perceived or simply declared 
as dangerous and hostile. This interpretation implicated a degree of opposition against 
France, an opposition that varied according to the actual circumstances. It seems that 
a special identity of »German migrants in France« was not intended, which does not 
mean that it never existed. It would be interesting to research on memory and self-rep
resentation of these migrants once they had come back from France to Germany. 

84 Cf. Roger BRUBAKER, Nationalism Reframed: Nationhood and the National Question in the New 
Europe, Cambridge 1999. 

85 Heike BUNGERT, From Celebrating the üld to Celebrating the New: The Formation of a German
American Identity, 1859-1914, in: Udo HEBEL (ed.), Sites of Memory in American Literature and Cul
tures, Heidelberg 2003, pp. 193-212. 


